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In order to consolidate the rule of the newly established Ming Dynasty, and 
defend the armed groups of southeast coast of the sea, especially the frequent invasion 
of pirates from Japan, The emperor established and strengthened coastal defense 
system with combination of sea defense and land defense in southeast coastal areas in 
early Ming Dynasty. Due to the advantageous geographical location of Dongshan 
Island , which lies in the portal of territorial water in southern Fujian and the throat of 
land transport in Fujian and Guangdong, This paper focuses on Dongshan Island, 
through systematically researching Weisuo, Xunjiansi, Shuizhai and other defense 
facilities, and statistically analyzing warships at sea, firearms and cold weapons ,Try 
to better understanding the coastal defense system in Fujian of the Ming Dynasty. 
The paper is composed of six chapters. 
Chapter one is introduction, offers a brief review of the research on coastal 
defense history, local coastal history，coastal defense thought and related aspects of 
coastal research in Fujian. After that, the author shows the necessity and idea of this 
study. 
   Chapter two overviews natural condition, history and territorial seas in Dongshan 
Island . 
   Chapter three analyses background and geographical condition of Dongshan’s 
coast defense system, mainly introduces the situation and strategy of coastal defense 
in the early Ming Dynasty and important geographical location and excellent harbor 
condition of Dongshan Island, which was background of establishment of Dongshan’s 
coastal defense system .  
   Chapter four discusses the Dongshan city of the Ming Dynasty and the coast 
defense, It is the emphasis of the paper, by researching Weisuo,Xunjiansi and 
Shuizhai of Dongshan Island, Concludes that Weisuo as the expand,Xunjiansi as the 















Chapter five"Coast defense from Dongshan wreck’ relic", From the archaeological 
point ,studies the underwater material of Dongshan wreck, analyses the nature and the 
age of the sunken ships, firearms and cold weapons, to see maritime operational 
policy and defense system of Dongshan Island. 
   Chapter six combines with history cases of sea, discusses the positive influence 
and historical significance of Dongshan Island coast defense system.  
   Finally, summarizes process of establishment, operation and historical role coast 
defense system of Dongshan Island in the Ming Dynasty. 
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